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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F(x) = a, + Cm= k i akz% be holomorphic with radius of convergence 
R(0 < R < co), and let p(r), V(Y) and M(r) denote the maximum term, the 
central index, and the maximum modulus of F(z), respectively. Denote by 
{p(n)} the sequence of jump points of V(Y); every jump point is listed with 
multiplicity equal to the size of the jump. We assume that {nk} is the range 
of Y(T), n, = 0, and p(r) -+ 00 as r + R. In this paper we continue our 
investigation of the limiting values of p(r)/M(r). We define 
lim sup 
= k+n . 
inf 
T, , 
lim sup = k+cc 
inf 
t, , 
A 1 lm sup nk+l - nk 
a f-l’ 
- k+m --------7 inf n k - nk-, 
u lim sup p(r) 
U = ‘+* inf M(r) ’ 
u* 
IA* 
= k+i_mmsup CL(P(%)) 
inf M(dnk)) - 
Note that p(nk) = / ak-,/a, I1l(n~-n~-l), and so the definitions above are the 
same as those given in [l]. 
* This work was supported by N.S.F. Grants GP-209 and GP-2572. For the 
first paper with this title see [I]. 
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In [2] we have considered a more general problem. We can extend p(r) 
to a complex function by the formula 
for r > 0 and 0 < B < 2~. Also we can define a “complex maximum 
term” m(z) by 
m(rP) = p(r) exp{iv(r)8 + i arg ukCrj} 
for r > 0 and 0 < 6’ < 27~ where n,(,) = V(Y). We have p(z) = / a,~,zl~~~Y(~Z~) 
and 44 = ak(lzl)~ U(Iz/). Note that p(z) and m(z) are continuous in each 
annulus where ~(1 x I) is continuous, but in general have discontinuities 
where ~(1 z 1) is discontinuous. If y(t) is a (continuous) curve from 0 
to lzz = R we can ask under what conditionsF(y(t))/m(y(t)) andF(y(t))/&(t)) 
tend to limits as t -+ co. In the former case y(t) is called a TV asymptotic path 
and the limiting value a p asymptotic value, and in the latter case y(t) is 
called an m asymptotic path with corresponding m asymptotic value. 
2. STATEMENTS OF THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. (i) If p = [ = x) then 
112 = u = u* < u = 1. (2.1) 
(ii) If either (a) v = E = co, E > 0 or (b) 4 = CD = co, p > 0, then 
u = u* < l/2 < u* < u = 1, (2.2) 
and F(z) has no p or m asymptotic paths. 
(iii) If R = co, Cz=, l/(n,+, - nk) < co and either (a) 9 = co, f > 0 or 
(b) 5 = co, q~ > 0, then (2.2) h o Id s and F(z) has no ~1 or m asymptotic values. 
(iv) If 0 < q~ < CD < co and 0 < E < B < co, then 
u = u* 3 (2 + (ep - I)-’ + (et - l)-l}-l, (2.3) 
u < min{(l + eP + e-s)-1’2 , (1 + eC@ + e@)+‘, 
(2 + e--2P, + e--2y2, (2 + e-2@ + e-2”)--112}, 
(2.4) 
U < (1 + eC20 + eC2E}-1/2, (2.5) 
U 3 (1 + (2 sinh &)-I + (2 sinh Q[)“}-‘, (2.6) 
U* < (2 + ee2@ + e-2E}-1/2. (2.7) 
COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of (ii) OY (iii) above there exists for 
409/13/Z-= 
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any continuous curve y(t) from 0 to 1 z 1 = R a sequence {W,} such that 
THEOREM 2. Suppose 
(2.8) 
Assume 1 e(h)1 = 1 and E(K) has period h, where h is a positive integer. Also 
assume 0 < q = @ < 00 and 1 < a = A < co. Let p and q be positive 
integers with q < h. For p(~+,) S / z I < p(n,h+,+I) write 
2 = f(%+,) exp n~,h+g+l ( 
VW 
- n,h+, ) 
where 0 < Re W < /? (l/2 < 6 < 1, /? $xed). DeJne Gp( W, a) by 
G,(W,l)= 2 c(j+q)exp/y(j+l -2W)/, (2.9) 
j--o0 
G,( W, a) = 2 4.i + q) 
j,-m 
x exp caTy,2 (a i j+l-(j+ I)a +j-(a- I)(a’-l)W)/ (2.10) 
for a > 1. Then 
$y@)/m(4 = GUI: ah(q)- 
Both limits are uniform in W. 
(ii) g(z) has no ,u or m asymptotic values. 
3. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. For j = -N, . . . . N let 
I 
j for a=l, 
xj = aj - 1 
a-l 
if a>l. 
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Let y+ , . . . . yN be any (2N + 1) complex numbers with ) yj / < 1. Also let 
L(z) be the Lagrange polynomial for which L(xj) = yi . Then there exists a 
constant K > 2 such that for 1 z 1 2 N > K, 1 L(x)1 < exp((cp/4)1 z I”) for 
a = 1, andfor a > 1 
PROOF. Let w(x) = nE-,(z - xi), l,(z) = w(s)/w’(x~)(z - xk) and 
L(z) = IZ~z-NykZk(z). Then L(q) = yi and it remains to estimate 1 qz)I 
when I z ) is large. First we treat the case a = 1. We have 
4Xk) = IT (Xk - Xi) 
i#k 
and so 1 w’(xk)l 3 1. Suppose now 1 z I = N. Then 1 z - x, I Q 2N. 
Hence 
I lk(@l G W)“” 
and 
M(N, L) < B(2N + 1)22N+1N2N < ecN214, 
for N > Nr , where M(N, L) denotes the maximum modulus of L(z) for 
] z I = N. Let k be the degree of L(z). Then k < 2N. Let N, > 4/v. Then 
for Y > N > N, , 
(Y/N)~ < exp{q(r2 - N2)/4}. 
LetK=max(NI,N2).ThenforIz]>N>K(cf.[3;p.137]) 
1 z I-kM(I z I, L) < NmkM(N, L) < N-ke+‘Nz/4 < I z I-keqlz12/4 
and so 
1 L(z)1 < eplzlaf4. 
Next suppose a > 1. We have for i > j 
and so 
a” - aj 
> ai - ai- xi - xj = ~ , 
a-l a-l 
= ai-l 
1 W’(Xk)I = fl (xk - xi> n (xi - xi:] 
iik i>k 
k-l 
>-III 
ak-l fi ai-l 
is-N i-k+1 
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Let IV1 be such that for / z j > K, , 
.‘4+1 (2{a’z’-l - (1 Z, ~1~ l)u ” ). 
Let N, be such that for x 2 N, 
and let N > K = max (IV1 , NJ and let 
k=-N 
Then 
j#k 
= W’(xk)-‘(a - I)-ZN fi (a2 - aj). 
-N 
j#k 
Hence for / z 1 = N 
and 
IL ($+)I d (2N + 1) (---&jLN2qzN)2N 
Write L(x) = b,x + *** + &A+, where k < 2N. Then 
Let 
f(x) = A, + AleZ1oga + a.. + Akekeloga 
(3.1) 
k(z) = exp (4(u r 1)” e@+l)l”ga 
1 
. 
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Thenf(z) and h(z) are entire functions and 
Hence for large R > N 
M(Rf) < h(R). (3.2) 
Since h(z) += 0, we have from (3.1) and (3.2) that M(r,f) < h(r) for 
N < Y < R. Since R is arbitrary we have for 1 x 1 = r > N 
G exp 2)” : 1)2 I -- (d+l - (r + 1)u + r) 1 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. The function G,(W, a) dejned by (2.9) and (2.10) is a non- 
constant function of W. 
PROOF. First consider G,( W, 1). We have 
G,JW,l)=$[ 2 l (j+9)exp(~~(j+l))j”t~. 
n=lJ j=-cc 
Hence if G,( W, 1) is constant, then 
for any polynomial P for which P(0) = 0. 
Choose N so large that N > K (the K of lemma 1) and 
Let L(z) be the Lagrange polynomial for which for ) z 1 > N, 
1 L(z)1 < e~lsla14, L(0) = 0, 
and 
L(j) = c( j + q)-l for -N<j<-1 and l<j<N. 
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Then 
0 = 1 $~(j+qP(j)exp(~(j+ I))1 
>~:xp(+qj+l))-l-(N~+-$Jexp(+~) 
-N 
> 0. 
This is a contradiction and so G,( W, 1) is nonconstant. Similarly we have, 
for a > 1, that 
X exp ( 
fi2(,j+l -(j + 1)~ +j))(s,“/ g 
a 
and so 
$c(j + q) exp (fi (aj+l - (j + 1)a + j)) P ($+I = 0 
--oD 
for any polynomial P for which P(0) = 0. 
Choose N > K so large that 
(y + $1 exp (2(u~l)a(aj+1 - (j+ 1)~ +i)) < 1. 
Let L(t) be the Lagrange polynomial for which 
for 1x1 >,N,L(O) =Oand 
for-iV<j< -1 and1 ,(j<N.Then 
0 = 1 j$~O.+q)exp (fi2(ujc1 -(j+ 1)~ +j))L($+)/ 
-cc 
2 $exP(gz+z (d+l - (j + 1)~ + 
-N 
j)) - 1 
- (fj$ + 2) exp (2(u~l)2(uj+1 - (i+ lb t-i)) 
> 0. 
Hence we have a contradiction and so Gq( W, a) is, for a > 1, nonconstant. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
may suppose that us = 1. Then for 
that V(Y) = rrk and p(y) = 1 a, j rnk = 
p(nk) < p(nk + 1) = *a* = p(n,+,). Hence 
Since n, = 0 we have 1 a, ( > 0 and so 0 < p(l) < p(2) < -a-, and we 
p(nk> < y < p(nk+d we have 
YVf ( 1) * * * p(n,). Furthermore 
and 
Tk = (nk+l - nk> log 1 p(nk+l) I o' 
t, = (nk - n&l) log i p(nk+l) I o' 
where yk = arg ak . 
(i) If q~ = 5 = cc then from (4.1) it follows that 
F(p(n,)e%) = &(nk)){exp(%2h-l + +k-J + exp(%k + 4s) + O(l)} 
and so 
Furthermore we may choose dk so that 
J%+k)) Z lJb4nk)eW = t4fbJP + o(l)). 
Hence (cf. [I]) u = u* = U* = l/2. Next let yk = Z/p(n,)p(nk+,). From 
(4.1) we get 
Qkeie) = i-4yk)+di~nk + irk) + o(l)}, 
and U = 1. This completes the proof of (2.1). 
(ii) We prove (a); the proof of (b) is similar. Let 0 < t1 < t, for all k. 
We have 
:$+$A) < 2 + o(1) + ‘gexp (- $t,,) 
p=1 u-1 
< 2 + o( 1) + e-tr-l 2 e-P% 
k-0 
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Hence U* 3 l/2. Similarly we can choose 0, so that 
and U* < l/2. Also we have M(r,)/l_~(r,) < 1 $- o(1) -I- e+z CiC, e-% and 
so U = 1. It is known that [4] that U* < 2/n; thus the proof of (2.2) is 
complete. 
We next prove thatF(x) has no p or m asymptotic values when v = S = 00, 
5 > 0; the proof for (b) is similar. There exists a subsequence {nkpj of {a*) 
such that 
Let y(t) be a continuous receding curve from 0 to 1 z / = R. We let V, be 
the first number for which / y( I’,)1 = p(n,,) and W, be the first number 
for which IYP'~I = P(~)P(G~+, ). Write y(VJ = p(nk,)eioD and 
Y(WD) = {P(%,)P(%p+l )eiqpp}l’z. Now for p(n,J < 1 2: 1 < p(nkp+J we have 
Therefore 
FM VA> 
PM VP)> 
= exp{i(ykp-l - @k, - nkp&,>> + exp(i?‘k,) f ‘( 1 h 
while 
Fty(Wd) 
= exp(+kp-J 
p(nkJ)e-% (n*g--nr,--1)i2 
PM WA) Pbc,+l~- 
+ exp(+k,) 
+ exp(+/kp+l) 1 ;;;zly !(nkp+1-nka)‘2 + o(l) 
P 
= exp iykP + o(1). 
Hence 
F(Y( V,>) FM Wd> m- PM Wd = 1 + o(l), 
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and so F has no finite p asymptotic values. Since U = 1, F cannot have 
00 as p asymptotic value. Similarly 
dnk ) $$ = exp(i(Ykp-, - rkJ) \ + /~“‘P~k’-’ + 1 
+ eXP(i(Ykp+l - rk,)) ) p(nr +1) 
I 
%+l-% + o(l)* 
P 
Thus 
F(Y( VA> 
m(r( VP)) 
= exp{i(yk,-l - Yk,) - +kp - nkp-l)e9> + 1 + O(l) 
and 
F(Y( Wd 
m(r( WLJ) 
= 1 + o(l). (4.2) 
Hence 
F(Y( VP)) F(Y( WP)) --- 
NY(VP)) m(r( WP>) 
= 1 + o(l), 
and therefore F(x) has no m asymptotic values. 
(iii) We show that (iii) (a) implies (ii) ( a ; similarly (iii) (b) implies (ii) (b). ) 
Suppose that E < co. Then we have for a suitable constant M, 
Hence 
1% p&q < n, -“n,-, k = 1,2, . . . . 
+ Ml = O(1). 
This contradicts the hypothesis that R = co. Hence B = co. 
(iv) We have 
:($$ < 2 + f$ exp (- 2 T,+,) + ‘2 exp (- 2 tk-,) 
p=0 Cl=0 p=l n-1 
and so 
lim sup M(p(n’)) 
a+p$ole- (P+lb 
k-m b4PbcN 
+ e-(P+lK)a 
Hence (2.3) follows. To prove (2.4) let 
(4.3) 
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Then 
(4.4) 
and we have 
u = u* < min{(l + e-v + e-a)-1/2, (I + e-0 + e-+l’“j. 
Further 
I 
-F#/’ > 2 + exp(-2Tk) + exp( -2tkel) 
k 
(4.5) 
and we get 
u < min((2 + e-2p + e-2s)-1/2, (2 + e-2@ + e-2O-1/2} 
and (2.4) follows. Further for p(nk) < Y < p(n,+,), 
> 1 + exp( -2tk) + exp( -2Tk) 
and we get (2.5). Further if rk is defined by (4.3) then 
and (2.6) follows. Finally (2.7) follows from (4.5). We remark that the in- 
equalities (2.3)-(2.7) hold if modified in an obvious way when ,JJ = 0, 5‘ = 0, 
@=oo,orE=co. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
(i) Write 
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We have 
= 2 dj + q)~(nhp+4)nhrCvti-~h~tvexp 
j=-hp--B @@p + q) 
Equations (6.3) and (6.4) of [l] hold, so 
%P+Q+~ - nh9+0 
nh9+Q+1 
= G,( W, 4 
uniformly in W, where I < a < CO. Similarly 
and so 
uniformly in W for 1 < a < Co. 
(ii) Suppose g(z) has p asymptotic value w, and let y(t) be a corresponding 
p asymptotic path. Let 
for some p}. 
Then I is a union of intervals and for each t E I there is a unique integer p 
such that 
&,h+,) d 1 dt>l < k+bh+,+l)* 
Define yp(t) = C + iD where 
Y(t) = P(%h+fJ exp ( n.h+*+;” npA+* + iD) 
and 0 < D < 2~7. It is easy to see that 0 < Re yp(t) < 1 + o(1) so that 
{yg(t)} is bounded. 
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Now write C&W) = g(z)/&) where 
By (i) we know that Q,(W) tends uniformly on A m:m {w I 0 < Re W < /3} 
to GJW, a), which by Lemma 2 is nonconstant. 
Let T be the set of limit points of {rp(t)} as t + a3. We show that T n A 
is uncountable. Let Re A = {ReJj 1 y E A}. We shall construct a one-one 
function 7 : Re A - A n T. Let x E Re A; then we can find for each 
P >Po, a t, such that 
I rkJ>l =P(%lh+o ) exp ! 
Then for sufficiently large p 
f(nph+a) < i dtp)l < dnph+g+l) 
and Re yD(tp) = x. If u is a limit point of (yB(t9)) then Re ‘u = x so that 
v E T n A. Define 7 : Re A --f T n A by T(X) = v. Since Re T(X) = x, T is 
one - one. Therefore T n A is uncountable since Re A is. 
Furthermore suppose yD(ts) --f b E T n A for a sequence {ts}. Then 
because of uniform convergence Qp(yp(tS)) + G&b, a). Since w is a p 
asymptotic value, G,(b, a) = (1~; thus G&W, u) is constant on T n A. Since 
T n A is uncountable, this contradicts the fact that G,( W, a) is nonconstant 
on A. Henceg(z) has no TV asymptotic values. Sinceg(z)/m(z) = e(q)-lg(z)p(z) 
it is clear that g(z) has no m asymptotic values. 
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